; and ρ P2VP = 1.14 g cm -3 , M 2VP = 105.1 g mol -1 are densities and molecular weights of Pt and P2VP, respectively. C.R. is the molar complexation ratio of Pt to pyridyl groups. Under the assumption that the nanowires achieve the bulk metal density and a maximum complexation ratio C.R. = 1, d Pt NW = 9.4 nm. According to some reports 
Supplementary Note 2
The degree polymer alignment via SS-LZA is sensitive to the shear-rate, with stronger alignment arising from laser-line sweep velocities >100 µm s -1 . Multiple sweeps through the thermal zone progressively improves order and alignment, as evidenced by the appearance of higher-order peaks in synchrotron GISAXS measurements, and a concomitant reduction of dislocation defects observed in SEM images (Supplementary Figure 9a) . By comparison, lower molecular weight materials can typically be equivalently ordered with a single SS-LZA sweep. For the 116 kg mol -1 material, the alignment saturates after ~50 laser passages and, interestingly, deteriorates beyond this point, especially if high sweep velocities (≥ 640 µm s -1 ) are employed (Supplementary Figure 9b) . Our optimized protocol, used throughout this study, consisted of 64 sweeps at 320 µm s . This corresponds to a total local annealing (time above T HM ) of only 27 s, emphasizing the extremely rapid assembly.
We note that the large molecular weights used herein (116 kg mol -1 ) are generally considered extremely challenging to order; e.g. oven-annealing for hours or even days would yield small grain sizes. Furthermore, we observed that oven-annealing (24 hr at 200 °C) of this material on conventional hydrophilic substrates (silicon, glass, silicon nitride) gave rise to poorly-ordered perpendicular (vertical) cylinder orientations, rather than parallel (in-plane) structures. These materials thus require special approaches to achieve reasonable order. SS-LZA is uniquely suitable to process inherently problematic systems: it shortens processing times by several orders-of-magnitude, and provides means of controlling both the out-of-plane orientation (vertical vs. horizontal) and in-plane alignment of the morphology.
